The shear viscosities and surface tension of a liquid crystal CBOOA (cyanobenzylidene octyloxyaniline) were measured by the use of the technique of generating and detecting surface waves (capillary waves) developed by the authors. For the wave propagation perpendicular to the direction, the surface tension o decreased sharply upon entering into the smectic-A phase. When the waves propagate parallel to the director, the attenuation due to the diverging viscosity y, near the nematic to smectic-A transition became so large that measurements in the smectic phase were not possible. The viscosity y, was found to diverge as (T -T, ) ", where v = 1. 0+0.1 at 200 Hz and v = 0.83+0.15 at 400 Hz.
I. INTRODUCTION In recent years critical phenomena have captured the attention of experimentalists and theorists alike. Experimentally such systems often exhibit spectacular pretransitional effects and pose considerable challenges to measurement techniques, while theoretically the similarities among so many diverse systems is physically intriguing. Liquid-crystalline systems exhibit critical effects associated with several different transitions", a large number of studies ' ' have been made on the nematic to smectic-A (N-A) phase transition in P -cyanobenzylide ne-P '-octyloxyaniline (CBOOA) because of its nearly secondorder character. Transition temperatures for CBOOA are given by solid 73.g 'C smectic~83.8 C nematic 107.5 'C isotropic.
The theory for such a transition has been discussed in terms of two different models. The McMillan approach, ' with a mean-field approximation, predicts a coherence length $ varying as (T -T,) '~' with the bend and twist elastic constants as well as the viscosities y, and g, ' proportional to (. The de Gennes approach, " using an analogy to the normal metal-superconductor transition, has predicted that the coherence length varies as (T -T,) '~' with the bend and twist elastic constants proportional to $ and the viscosities yy and 'Q, proportional to $' . Experimentally a variety of methods have been used to study either the critical elastic constants or viscosities, and many values of the critical exponent have been reported. ' The diversity of reported exponenets is due in part to both differing sample purities" and the treatment of background contributions, which may be important if the reduced temperature, T= (T -T, )/T" i-s not small. Although studies using light scattering from the thermally fluctuating Fig. 5 an experimental trace and the fit provided from the above procedure. The trace is composed of predominantly a short-wavelength low-attenuation mode [Q, in Fig. 2(a) ]. At 83.05 'C we see a substantial contribution from the Q, mode close to the generator along with a dominant contribution from the Q, mode, a long-wavelength mode further away from the generator. ' Thus using the above methods we were able to extract results for g, ', $2) $3) and go V. DISCUSSION Results from the perpendicular orientation (o and q, ') are shown in Fig. 5 Fig. 7 we have shown data at two frequencies: 200 hand 400 Hz, respectively. In Fig. 8 
